
 

 
 

Interpreting a USDA Market News Report – what’s reported and what is not  

Michael J Baker, PhD  

Cornell Beef Extension Specialist  

Thanks to a grant from the NYS Department of Agriculture and Markets (“Stocker cattle: 
Using underutilized grasslands to improve economic viability of the Southern Tier while 
providing viable careers for beginning farmers”), we have hired 4 Livestock Market Reporters 
that collect price and animal description data at five New York auction barns. These barns have 
voluntarily agreed to have this third party reporting done to increase transparency of the 
livestock market place. These markets are Empire Livestock Cherry Creek and Gouverneur, 
Maplehurst Livestock in Hinsdale, Finger Lakes Livestock Exchange in Canandaigua and 
Cambridge Valley Livestock Market in Cambridge. Data is collected at the weekly sales and 
special replacement and feeder calf sales. Results are posted within 24 hours of the sale at the 
USDA Market News site https://www.ams.usda.gov/market-news/livestock-poultry-and-
grainlist-reports.  

The four Livestock Market Reporters attended a two day live animal evaluation training 
followed by a correlation with a panel of evaluators. To pass they had to score within 80% of the 
panelist’s scores. In addition they were required to take a test on grading regulations; again 
having to score an 80% success rate. Each year they must attend another correlation evaluation to 
assure that they are within grading standards.   

In general the program has been very well received by both the auction markets and 
producers. However, as this information is new, it is not always correctly interpreted. First the 
prices published are not of every animal that goes through the auction. The report is intended to 
be a general representation of the cattle offered. Exceptionally poor cattle are not quoted, nor are 
the few that bring an exceptionally high price. Second the prices are published based on the 
physical characteristics of the cattle – gender, weight, frame and muscle score. Other 
characteristics such as breed, management (e.g. pre-conditioned), farm of origin does not affect 
how the cattle are classed. The following are the USDA Feeder Cattle Grade standards. Note that 
the standards apply only to cattle that are younger than 36 months of age.  

1. The grade of feeder cattle is determined by 3 value determining characteristics:  
a. Frame size. Refers to the animal’s skeletal size (body & length) in relation 

to age. Thus frame size is directly related to mature size. For feeder cattle 
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this is the expected weight at USDA low Choice quality grade (Table 1). 
At the same age large frame cattle will be taller and longer bodied than 
smaller framed cattle. Classifications are Large, Medium and Small. Prices 
of small framed cattle are not reported.  

 
Table 1. USDA Feeder Calf Frame Score1  
Grade  Steers  Heifers  
Small  <1100 lb  <1000 lb  
Medium  1100 lb – 1250 lb  1000 lb – 1150 lb  
Large  >1250 lb  >1150 lb  
1 Expected weight at low Choice and 0.5 inch 
backfat  

USDA/MRP/AMS  
  

b. Thickness. Refers to muscle in relation to skeletal size. Thicker cattle will 
have a higher ratio of muscle to bone when fed to the same degree of 
fatness and will have a higher yield grade. Classifications are 1, 2 and 3. 
With the exception of Holsteins, prices of #3 cattle are not reported.  

c. Thriftiness. Refers to apparent health of animal. Prices of unthrifty 
animals are not reported.  

With this base information let’s look at a Market News Report from a recent NYS 
Special Feeder Calf Sale.  
 

 Feeder Steers Medium and Large 1   

Head  Wt Range  Avg Wt  Price Range  Average Price  
1  300-400  390  145.00  145.00  
10  400-500  428  135.00-147.50  139.89  
26  500-600  538  135.00-150.00  141.50  

  

For each lot that comes into the auction ring, they record number of head, frame and 
muscle score, weight and price. In the example above, there was only one Medium and 
Large 1 (ML1) steer that weighed between 300 lb and 400 lb at that sale. In the 400-500 
lb weight range you find that there were 10 steers that had a weighted average of 428 lb, 
a range in price of $135 - $147.50/cwt for a weighted average of $139.89/cwt.   

The average reported is weighted so as to be a truer reflection of the cattle.  Average 
Weight (weighted) is calculated as Total weight of cattle in the weight range ÷ total 
number of head in that weight range. Average Price (weighted) is calculated as Total 



dollars paid for all cattle in the weight range ÷ total pounds in the weight range. For 
example if there were 9 steers that weighed 320 lb and brought $135, and 1 steer that 
weighed 399 lb and brought $129, the straight average would be 360 lb at $131/cwt. 
Conversely, the weighted average would be 328 lb at $133/cwt. This provides a more 
transparent depiction of weight and price.  

Here’s another example from the same sale.  
 

 Feeder Steers Medium and Large 2   

Head  Wt Range  Avg Wt  Price Range  Average Price  
6  300-400  345  92.50-115.00     108.85  
2  400-500  469       90.00-112.50     101.32  
3  500-600  539  102.50-110.00    107.51  

  
First there are fewer cattle in each weight range, so you need to be cognizant of this 
before making grand conclusions. However, across all weight ranges you see a lower 
price paid compared to the ML1 steers. The buyers are telling you pretty consistently, 
that they do not want #2 muscled cattle. So, if you received prices for your calves in this 
weight range, it’s because your cattle are not well muscled.   

In summary, USDA Market News Reports are a tool for you to use to learn the most 
realistic value of feeder cattle in NYS by providing animal and price information from a 
disinterested party. Not all cattle are reported: Small framed, beef breeds with #3 muscle 
score, unthrifty, lame or injured, and prices for a few that are exceptionally high or low.   

At the bottom of each report is the name and contact information for the local Livestock 
Reporter and their Supervisor. If you have any questions, especially about your cattle and 
where they fit in the marketplace, they look forward to speaking to you.  

Thanks again to the cooperating Auction Markets for their participation: Empire 
Livestock at Chery Creek and Gouverneur, Maplehurst, Finger Lakes Livestock 
Exchange and Cambridge Valley.  

Funding from the NYS Department of Agriculture and Markets: “Stocker cattle: Using 
underutilized grasslands to improve economic viability of the Southern Tier while 
providing viable careers for beginning farmers”.  

 


